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2418- PHARMACEUTICAL SALES: CALIFORNIA JOB OPPORTUNITIES
A job in pharmaceutical sales in California is easy to bag once you know where to look for. Don't be disheartened, if in spite of possessing the required talents
you have not been able to land yourself a job, for we are going to give you exclusive information about jobs in pharmaceutical sales in California. If you are a
resident of this place and are on the lookout for a chance to work with well reputed companies in the California pharmaceutical sales department, then do not
forget to check out these places:

1. Warner Chilcott is offering a job from Redding for the post of pharmaceutical sales representative. The recruit will have to effectively market a birth control
pill extremely rich in iron content named Loestrin®. If you are interested to work with a company that has a good reputation in the pharmaceutical industry
do not give this opportunity a miss. This company has been dedicatedly working for many years, with a more recent shift in focus towards women healthcare.
This company like all other good company requires you to have a bachelor's degree in sales marketing from an accredited university and a working
experience with a certified successful track record.

2. ASN Healthcare is offering a job from San Francisco for anyone interested to work with this company in the post of pharmaceutical sales representative. It
is in fact a job that will pay you as much as 90k a year and will give you a chance to earn bonus perks provided you can reach high sales marks. This company
does not demand work experience but definitely needs you to have a four year degree in business development and marketing sales. If this was not enough,
let me add the cherry on top- ASN Healthcare offers you the chance to earn as much as 30k a year as part of commission on the sales that you have made. So
if this offer interests you send in the application letter right away.

3. This is a Visalia based job for the post of Outside Medical Sales Representative offered by a company named Pacific Pulmonary Services. It promises to be a
highly remunerative job and it is in essence a patient care coordinator type job, whereby the recruit will have to report to the district manager.

Do try these sources out and get yourself a pharmaceutical sales job in California!

 


